NEW PRODUCTS

FULL & CAB COVERS

FULL CLIMATE COVERS FOR JEEP®

- Constructed with new space age fabric, Climate Cover protects your vehicle from the elements while allowing the paint to breathe
- Soft and durable fabric pampers paint finish and protects from sun, dirt, dust, moisture and pollution
- Unique diamond bond pattern allows damaging trapped air & moisture to escape preventing paint deterioration
- Ultraviolet protection against sun and heat buildup
- Spun bond polypropylene is naturally water repellent
- Double-stitched elastic hems for a custom fit
- Heavy-duty grommets, bag, lock and cable included

INCLUDES:
- STORAGE BAG
- HEAVY DUTY GROMMETS
- LOCK AND CABLE
- MIRROR POCKETS

APPLICATION | W/O DOOR FLAP | W/DOOR FLAP | COMPLETE COVER
-------------|---------------|-------------|------------------
Gray 76-86 CJ7 | 1159          | 1069        | 803
Gray 87-91 Wrangler | 1160        | 1060        | 803
Gray 92-06 Wrangler | 1161        | 1061        | 803
Spice 92-06 Wrangler | 1167        | 1067        | 803
Gray 04-06 Wrangler Unlimited | 825 | 825|
Gray 07-10 Wrangler 2-DR | 1068 | 839
Gray 07-10 Wrangler 4-DR | 1069 | 835

THE CLIMATE CAB COVER
Gray 92-06 Wrangler | 1261

CAB COVER WATER RESISTANT

- Constructed of durable, water-resistant material
- Protects your vehicle’s interior from the elements
- Our water-resistant Cab Cover installs in just seconds and fits snugly over the windshield frame and roll bar for a custom fit
- For proper fit, soft top must be lowered